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Context Within a span of 10 days in March 2020, the entire Canadian professional 

beauty industry was mandated to shut-down and remained closed for as 
little as 8 weeks in Saskatchewan and up to a whopping 18 weeks in the 
region of Windsor, ON.  During that period, our industry had to learn to 
navigate relief programs that did not easily match up with our complex 
business models e.g. mostly owner/operator businesses, 40% to 70% of the 
workforce is self-employed, business within a business model in 
space/suite/chair rental settings, and a vast number of home-based 
operations. For many people in the business it meant months without 
revenues or access to relief programs. The consequences are far reaching, 
and our industry is still trying to tabulate the number of business closures and 
the exodus of workers to other trades and industries.

In some regions, the risk level associated with visiting a salon, nail bar or spa 
was determined by health authorities to be at the same risk level as visiting 
a bar, gym or dine-in restaurant. This is clearly a misunderstanding of the 
duration, exposure and circulation of both clients and workers within the 
business environment.  To reopen post confinement, our industry was 
presented with some of most stringent sanitation and infection control 
guidelines and it rose to the challenge, often exceeding guidelines and 
ensuring a safe environment for clients and workers alike.  NO outbreak has 
been associated to our industry thus far. For these reasons, in the eventuality 
of a second confinement period, we are confident that the industry does 
not need to fully shut down as was the case in the first rounds of closures.



Context & Methodology

How

Who

Language

When

A web survey conducted with a representative sample of 2258 respondents.

2158 Canadians who identified as client-servicing beauty professionals* from every 
province and two territories in both official languages.   In this report, results are 
presented Nationally, Provincially, and by Owners vs. Workers. For Provincial reporting we 
focussed on AB, ON and QC where the sample size is statistically sound. Owners and 
workers are subdivided by language of choice, where French is assumed to represent 
QC respondents.

French or English, based on the respondent’s preference.

Data collection for this study took place from July 20th to July 31st, 2020.

Significant
Differences

To simplify the reading of report tables and shine light on the extremes, 
those results that revealed significant variances are displayed in bold 
green when statistically higher than the average and in bold red when 
statistically lower than the average.

*Q1 filtered for non beauty professionals see detailed findings p. 9.
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Introduction Professional beauty businesses and workers across the country
have widely adopted their provincial Covid-19 Reopening
Sanitation & Infection Control Guidelines. They have invested in
making the requested physical modifications to their businesses,
moving or blocking off workstations, installing Plexiglas dividers,
acquiring PPE for both their workers and their clientele and much
more. They changed their opening hours, clustered their workforce,
implemented systematic arrival questionnaires and (recorded the
names and contact information of all clients entering their
establishment for potential contact tracing. The financial burden of
all this has fallen mostly on the shoulders of business owners who
are reopening with reduced staff and reduced capacity to a
huge backlog of clientele.

Despite there being no link to any outbreak of community
transmission in the Professional Beauty Industry, Covid-19 has
brought the industry to its knees. A second general shut-down will
certainly wreck havoc in an industry that is already well known for
having a very low profitability rate and minimal emergency funds.

The industry has been in decline for several years and with this blow
it may take years to bounce back. It was our aim to assess the
damage, triage where the need is the greatest and help advise
authorities on where resources are needed the most.

The intention of our survey was to provide authorities with the
feedback necessary for them to make more informed decisions
and how best to keep everyone safe. The ABA’s greatest asset is
the voices of its members and we are committed to amplifying
your message.



Key Findings

1

2

3

LONG TERM VIABILITY IS IN DOUBT
Countless businesses within our industry are worried about their long-term viability. In the eventuality of a
second shut-down, 1 in 4 businesses are fearful of closing or bankruptcy. 12% of employers and 16% of
workers are considering leaving the professional beauty industry altogether.

Only a quarter of the businesses surveyed are confident about being able to recuperate after a second
shut-down; another quarter are uncertain how long they would be able to survive after another
reopening.

PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY BUSINESSES WANT TO STAY OPEN IN THE EVENT OF A SECOND WAVE
75% of respondents are convinced that their business should be allowed to remain open during a second-
wave; with 30% pointing to the need for stronger enforcement of health & safety regulations (including the
shutting down of rogue businesses) to ensure that the sanitation and infection standards are maintained in
all types of businesses (home settings, mobile, suites, room rentals) and not only for large businesses.

THE PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY INDUSTRY IS SAFE FOR WORKERS AND CLIENTELE ALIKE
9 out of 10 respondents believe that the industry excels at following and exceeding sanitation guidelines.
An overwhelming majority believes it has created a safe environment for workers and clients alike. 82%
feeling safe at work and 90% are convinced that their clientele is perfectly safe when visiting their business.
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Q1
Single Answer Question – all who responded “no” (100 total), were removed from the survey results, leaving 2158 total.

Are you a Canadian Beauty Professional 
(providing professional beauty services to clients)?

Answered 2258
Skipped 0



To ensure the statistical soundness of our survey; we automatically excluded non-professionals 
from the results.  Roughly 5% of respondents were disqualified at this point in the survey and 
were not able to continue with the questionnaire. 

Answered 2258
Skipped 0

Q1
Single Answer Question – all who responded “no” (100 total), were removed from the survey results, leaving 2158 total.

Are you a Canadian Beauty Professional 
(providing professional beauty services to clients)?



Q2
Multiple Answer Question

What is your role in the personal care industry?

Answered 2124
Skipped 134



Q2

We did not intentionally design our survey for owners and managers but it is understandable that the subject of a 
potential second shut down would attract more attention from owners than from workers.
Note that Quebec has a much higher ratio of independent workers in a business setting (chair renters) and a 
much lower ratio of salaried employees than the rest of the country. This study highlights the many disparities in 
business models from one province to another and confirms that a provincial and then regional approach is the 
best solution for our industry.

Multiple Answer Question

What is your role in the personal care industry?

Answer Choices QC AB ON NAT QC AB ON NAT
Owner / Manager 323 104 521 1128 48% 49% 57% 53%

Employee (Salaried / Commission) 87 47 173 354 13% 22% 19% 17%
Independent Worker / Space Renter - In a Business Setting 209 20 123 398 31% 9% 13% 19%

Independent Worker / Space Renter - in a Suite Setting 15 30 61 132 2% 14% 7% 6%
Independent Worker in a Mobile Setting 22 5 28 67 3% 2% 3% 3%

Full-Time Educator working for a Brand or Distributor 12 7 16 45 2% 3% 2% 2%
Total (n) 668 213 922 2124

Percent Total 31% 10% 43%

      
       

       
      

         
       

  

Answered 2124
Skipped 134



Q3
Multiple Answer Question

What is your area of expertise/service (check all 
that apply to you or your institution)?

Answered 2107
Skipped 151



Q3

Considering that the Allied Beauty Association’s members have historically been drawn from the hair industry, it is 
understandable that the respondent profiles from the hair and barbering world are higher in number.  The 
representation of the skin and nail trades in our industry is, however, still respectable and very relevant in sample 
size.

Multiple Answer Question

What is your area of expertise/service (check all 
that apply to you or your institution)?

Answered 2107
Skipped 151

Answer Choices QC AB ON NAT OWN FRA OWN ENG OWN NAT WRK FRA WRK ENG WRK NAT
Hair Stylist / Colorist 58% 41% 51% 52% 57% 45% 48% 65% 45% 49%

Barbering 10% 19% 19% 16% 9% 18% 16% 8% 18% 16%
Nails 12% 12% 8% 9% 12% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Makeup 5% 8% 6% 6% 5% 7% 6% 4% 7% 6%
Lashes/Brows 7% 10% 7% 7% 7% 9% 8% 6% 9% 8%

Aesthetics (other than Makeup and Lashes or Brows) 9% 11% 10% 10% 10% 12% 11% 6% 12% 11%
 

 



Q4
Open answer that allowed only 3-digit entries.

Please enter the first 3 digits of your Postal Code

Answered 2018
Skipped 240



Q4

This was a truly national survey, with respondents from coast to coast to coast.  A sample size (n) of more than 
2,000 respondents is statistically sound and is representative of the population on a national level.  When we drill 
down to a provincial level we have chosen to focus on the 3 provinces where we received the most answers 
and where our sample size is at least equal or higher than that of the provincial weight of the total Canadian 
population.
• 47% of respondents were from Ontario
• 34% from Quebec
• 11% from Alberta
• 5% from BC
• 2% from Atlantic Canada
• 1% from both SK and MB

Answered 2018
Skipped 240

Open answer that allowed only 3-digit entries.

Please enter the first 3 digits of your Postal Code



Q5 Single Answer Question

Do you personally feel safe providing services to your clients?

Answered 2000
Skipped 258



Q5

Quebec leads the scoreboard here with 88% of beauty professionals believing it is absolutely safe for them to be 
at work.  ON and AB still consider it very safe but with a bit more caution.
Owners have a tendency to be a bit more positive about the their own safety and that of their workforce.  
Quebec respondents clearly feel safe while 1 in 4 workers in English Canada do not feel safe at work.
Note to the reader:  this survey was conducted just before Quebec made wearing a mask by clients mandatory 
in all public space while similar rules in Ontario and Alberta were still left to the municipal authorities.  Many 
professionals had issues with being able to enforce the wearing of masks by their clientele while it was not yet 
mandatory. This had an impact on their sense of safety while working with clients.

Single Answer Question

Do you personally feel safe providing services to your clients?

Answered 2000
Skipped 258

Answer Choices QC AB ON NAT OWN FRA OWN ENG OWN NAT WRK FRA WRK ENG WRK NAT
Yes, I feel perfectly safe providing professional beauty services to my clients. 88% 83% 80% 82% 92% 85% 87% 87% 73% 78%

No, I feel at risk when working with my clients. 12% 17% 20% 18% 8% 15% 13% 13% 27% 22%
       

 



Q6
Single Answer Question

Do you personally think that your clients can safely receive your services?

Answered 1986
Skipped 272



Q6

Quebec leads the board here with 95% of beauty professionals, believing it is absolutely safe for the clientele to 
get beauty services.  AB and ON are respectively at 90% and 88%.  So roughly 9 out 10 beauty professionals 
believe that their clients are safe in their hands and in their place of business.  
When you drill down to the differences between owners and workers, owners have a tendency to be a bit more 
positive about the safety of the clientele, and the divide is more evident outside of Quebec where the gap is a 
whole 10 percentage points vs. the national figures.

Single Answer Question

Do you personally think that your clients can safely 
receive your services?

Answered 1986
Skipped 272

Answer Choices QC AB ON NAT OWN FRA OWN ENG OWN NAT WRK FRA WRK ENG WRK NAT
Yes, it is perfectly safe for them to come in. 95% 90% 88% 90% 98% 92% 94% 96% 82% 86%

No, I feel they are at risk. 5% 10% 12% 10% 2% 8% 6% 4% 18% 14%
 

 



Q7
Single Answer Question

Please select your answer to the following question: "Are you following your 
province's guidelines and rules regarding reopening during COVID-19 for our 
industry and services in professional beauty and personal care facilities?

Answered 1968
Skipped 290



This is an interesting question that highlights the differences in the way provincial guidelines were written and presented. Alberta and 
Ontario had more of a "recommended tone" where Quebec was much more directive and also had more stringent rules (face shield + 
mask for all for example).  Maybe that explains why Alberta and Ontario owners felt they had to go above and beyond.  

Quebec has the highest ratio of people stating that they follow all guidelines  with 56%, another 32% saying they exceed the rules, while 
1 out 10 states that they can only meet the standards 75% of the time - most for not being able to acquire all the PPE, and for many it 
was not being able to enforce the mask for clients recommendation - a situation now resolved with the mask for all rule that came in 
place few days after the polling.

Despite a few differences in the distribution of the answers, both the owners and the workers are in tune when it comes to how well  
they respect the guidelines.

Answered 1968
Skipped 290

Q7
Single Answer Question

Please select your answer to the following question: "Are you following your 
province's guidelines and rules regarding reopening during COVID-19 for our 
industry and services in professional beauty and personal care facilities?

Answer Choices QC AB ON NAT OWN FRA OWN ENG OWN NAT WRK FRA WRK ENG WRK NAT
I cannot / do not follow them. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Whenever I remember (about 50% of the time) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1%
As much as possible (75%+ of the time) 11% 6% 5% 8% 13% 4% 6% 11% 8% 9%

I follow all guidelines and rules as required by my province (100%). 56% 36% 33% 42% 56% 31% 37% 62% 41% 47%
I follow all guidelines and rules as required by my province AND go above and beyond. 32% 57% 61% 50% 31% 65% 56% 26% 51% 43%



Q8
Multiple Answer Question

If there is a second closure of salons, spas and the professional beauty 
industry in general in Canada, could you... (please select all that apply) :

Answered 1934
Skipped 324



Quebec businesses, by far, lead in believing that in the eventuality of a second shut-down they will be able to 
recuperate; while Ontarian and Albertan businesses future outlook is much bleaker. 1 out of 7 is looking at an exit 
strategy in those 2 provinces vs 1 out 9 in Quebec.
A sticking statistic is that 16% of workers across the country are contemplating leaving the industry as a result of a 
second shut-down. Compounding the fact that on average professional beauty establishment is reporting that at 
least 20% of their workers have not returned yet*, it may mean that up to 35% of the professional beauty industry work 
force could throw in the towel and leave the industry.   
What will be the impact on the businesses?  Will they be able to keep operating with so many stations being vacant?

Q8
Multiple Answer Question

If there is a second closure of salons, spas and the professional beauty 
industry in general in Canada, could you... (please select all that apply) :

Answered 1934
Skipped 324

Answer Choices NAT QC AB ON NAT OWN FRA OWN ENG OWN NAT WRK FRA WRK ENG WRK NAT
Be able to survive and would be able to recover. 509 22% 13% 16% 18% 22% 16% 17% 25% 18% 20%

Be able to survive but not certain of recovery. 784 29% 26% 29% 28% 28% 28% 28% 27% 30% 29%
Have a financial plan in place for a shut down. 293 11% 14% 9% 11% 12% 10% 11% 9% 10% 10%

Have a financial plan for the next reopen. 138 4% 9% 5% 5% 5% 6% 5% 2% 5% 4%
Potentially contemplate shutting down. 408 12% 15% 16% 15% 14% 16% 16% 9% 10% 10%

Leave the beauty industry for another profession. 321 12% 10% 12% 12% 8% 11% 11% 16% 16% 16%
Potentially declare bankruptcy. 269 8% 12% 10% 10% 8% 10% 10% 8% 9% 9%

Certainly declare bankruptcy. 62 2% 1% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2%

*Previous ABA Canada Survey available on request – email communication@abacanada.com

mailto:communication@abacanada.com


Q9
Single Answer Question

In the occurrence of a sudden increase in COVID-19 cases in your region; how do 
you think your government should react with regards to the Professional Beauty 
Industry? (Please select only one)

Answered 1837
Skipped 421



Everyone in on the same page when it comes to the need for more enforcement - nearly 30% in every province sees it as a solution.  
There is a provincial divide on being well educated in sanitation and infection control, where Quebec and Alberta pull the average up 
while Ontario brings it down - a difference of 7 percentage points; highlighting the need for an official certification on sanitation and 
infection control.

To the statement “the industry should be mandated to close in a second wave”, we have 1 out of 7 respondents that agree to that in 
Ontario vs. 1 out of 10 in Quebec, a 30% gap.

When it comes to looking at owners vs. workers, owners seem to have a much more positive outlook and believe the industry is well 
educated vs. the workers. Nationally only 1 in 7 are inclined to say that professional beauty businesses should be mandated to close in 
a second wave. Ontario respondents are pulling the numbers up as QC and AB represent only 1 in 10 respondents answering in the 
same way. 

Answered 1837
Skipped 421

Q9
Single Answer Question

In the occurrence of a sudden increase in COVID-19 cases in your region; how do 
you think your government should react with regards to the Professional Beauty 
Industry? (Please select only one)

Answer Choices QC AB ON NAT OWN FRA OWN ENG OWN NAT WRK FRA WRK ENG WRK NAT
Leave us be; our industry is well educated in sanitation and infection control.  We 

are an extremely safe place for workers and clients alike. 23% 22% 16% 19% 24% 19% 20% 23% 15% 17%

Our industry should remain open; but will need an update on guidelines to 
increase protection of workers and clients. 13% 10% 13% 13% 15% 14% 14% 11% 12% 12%

Place of business that are not following the guidelines should be shut-down and 
the compliant ones be allowed to remain open. 29% 28% 29% 28% 28% 31% 30% 32% 23% 26%

Places of business should remain open, but limiting access to some high risk 
workers and clients and limiting some high risk services. 5% 8% 6% 6% 5% 7% 7% 5% 6% 6%

Decision should be left to the business owner if they stay open or close, but 
decisions should not have an impact on access to relief programs when they are 

available.
10% 9% 8% 9% 9% 7% 7% 12% 10% 10%

We should be mandated to close or limit our access and hours at the same time as 
retail stores. 6% 8% 9% 8% 6% 6% 6% 6% 13% 11%

We should be mandated to close. 10% 9% 15% 14% 11% 13% 13% 10% 15% 14%
We should have never been allowed to reopen anyways. 3% 5% 4% 4% 2% 3% 3% 2% 6% 5%



Conclusion



All professional beauty businesses have now been allowed to reopen –
although some services are still restricted in some areas.  Businesses are 
believed to have had a very strong return to work dealing with 
hundreds of clients in dire need of beauty services.  This extremely busy 
period is gradually slowing down and now owners and workers are 
looking long term again and are concerned by the profitability and 
longevity of their businesses.

The professional beauty industry has invested in making the requested 
physical modifications to their businesses, moving or blocking off 
workstations, installing Plexiglas dividers, acquiring PPE. They now must 
deal with arrears in taxes, rent, loans, and other financial obligations, it 
may take years to dig themselves out of the hole, and now pre-COVID 
cushion is gone and a second shut-down may be the swan song for 
many.

Businesses remaining open will also warrant that clientele have a safe 
place to go to get their beauty services done.  It will also leave no 
market space to opportunists to set-up illicit underground workspace in 
their backyard, garage, kitchen or by traveling to clients without 
permits, insurance, and proper registration, situations where authorities 
can't enforce sanitation and infection controls standards, as well as 
collecting personal and business taxes and due.

The Canadian professional beauty industry represents $16Bn in taxable 
revenues, employs half a million people, and represents well over 35,000 
independent businesses.  It would be a real shame of letting this whole 
industry slowly disappear..

Conclusion
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